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END OF YEAR ROUND UP



By Douglas Emslie



Welcome to Tarsus Times 2017 and our

chance to share some of the big news and

team highlights from around the company

over the last 12 months. We’ve got a round

up of new starters, a few doppelgangers

and the chance to win a £50 Amazon

voucher! Enjoy!

Doug gives us his annual overview of the

company’s activities around the world

during 2017.
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DUBAI UPDATE

2017 was the year of the new conference launches

for the Dubai office: we saw the Airport Solutions

Global Series come into fruition throughout the

year, not just with the first edition of Dubai but

also Mexico in May and Indonesia in December;

in addition to the return of MEBAA Conferences in

Saudi Arabia and Morocco.

We also launched our new features at the Dubai

Airshow: Airport Solutions Dubai took place within

the show, in addition to the UAV Summit, Cargo

Zone and the Space Conference, which featured

a speech from Apollo 15 Command Module Pilot,

Astronaut Col. Al Worden, USAF-Retd. It was truly

an honor to have him attend and speak at the

event.

Each of these new events was a success – mostly

due to the effort each team put in to support and

develop new shows and we look forward to see

them growing into 2018.

At the beginning of 2017, AIME and MRO Middle

East saw 300 exhibitors and more than the

expected 4,500 trade visitors attend the two day

event at Dubai World Trade Centre. There was

such an immense amount of business done that

many exhibitors rebooked for 2018. Due to the

show’s increasing growth, it will move to larger

halls and the Dubai team is looking forward to this

kicking off a successful 2018.



By Michele van Akelijen, MD Tarsus F&amp;E LLC Middle East



The 10th anniversary edition of GESS Dubai in

March demonstrated how our shows continue to

grow – the event saw a significantly increased

quality of visitors - 16.15% increase in private

school attendance, 51% increase in procurement

managers and 29.81% increase in school owners

across the 11,500 attendees. GESS Dubai

continues to go from strength to strength and

expand its international reach, with visitors from 87

countries (up from 74 in 2016).

The second edition of the MEBAA Show Morocco

took place in September in its new location at

Marrakech Menara Airport – where it will return

in 2019 too. Exhibitors at the event traveled from

four continents to be part of the growing business

aviation industry in the region and many of our

team traveled from both Dubai, London and further

afield for this event, which was also preceded by

the MEBAA Conference Morocco.

In November the Dubai Airshow continued the

tradition of growing year-on-year, ending up with

1,200 exhibitors and 79,380 attendees flocking

to our Dubai Airshow Site for the five days.

There were also 159 aircraft on the static display,

including a Boeing 787 branded with the Dubai

Airshow logo, which the team ‘pulled’ (*slight

disclaimer, we didn’t actually move the plane

anywhere, but we made a good show of looking

like it) on the static display the day before opening

day. The subsequent photo was used on social



media and also got some great exposure in the

show dailies, including on the front cover of the

day one issue of AvWeek Show News.

Throughout the show there were a large number

of deals signed, including Airbus’s largest single

announcement ever: a US$49.5 billion deal with



Indigo Partners to purchase 430 aircraft in its

A320neo family. By the end of the week, the Dubai

Airshow 2017 order book totalled $113.8 billion –

the third highest ever, after the record breaking

2013 and the 2007 show that held the record until

2013.
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US UPDATE



By RD Whitney, Executive Vice President of Business Development, Tarsus Americas



Tarsus USA Expands in 2017 through Acquisitions, Launches and Organic Growth

This has been an exciting year for the entire

Tarsus USA portfolio. With over 100 Tarsus events

now being run in the United States each year, as

well as a growing platform of media assets and

marketing services, Tarsus is growing rapidly by

connecting buyers and sellers face to face and

online. In 2017 we welcomed the Connect team to

Tarsus, they have expanded with new events and

new product offerings. Throughout 2017, each of

the USA businesses grew, expanding their reach

into the industries of Medical, Meetings/Tourism,

Labels, and Fashion. In addition, we surfaced and

considered several acquisitions, partnerships and

launches to quicken the pace. Here is an update

from each American business unit:



difference to communities. Through CSR projects,

218,000 meals (including 150,000 in New Orleans)

were packed for less fortunate citizens.

Connect Sports was recognized as the 2017

Corporate Diversity Partner winner during the

8th Annual Compete Sports Diversity Awards in

November. Compete Magazine, which produces

the awards, specifically highlighted the positive

effect of Connect Sports’ work with the LGBTQ

Sports Coalition, which connects LGBTQ sports

planners with national suppliers.



CONNECT:

Connect had a record year in 2017, starting with

our namesake conference held in New Orleans in

August. More than 3,400 attendees—not including

speakers and volunteers—participated across five

tracks. Planners and suppliers held nearly 90,000

appointments, including more than 5,200 during

the first-ever Connect Expo.



Connect was also pleased to announce the LGBTQ

Sports Event Summit in partnership with Nike.

The event will take place in February in Portland,

Oregon. Other new events scheduled for next year

include Connect Financial and Connect Tech. Will

Seccombe, former president of Visit Florida, joined

the team as president of Connect Travel. The first

Connect Travel Marketplace will be in Orlando in

February. Content activation, a new advertorial

sales product, has proven to be a great success in

its first year.



Connect continued to move the meetings industry

forward with a record number of events. Among

them was Connect Medical, which launched in

Cincinnati in October, and looks to be bigger in

2018. Beyond dollars and cents, Connect made a



TARSUS MEDIA:

2017 was a busy whirlwind at TSNN with new

hires, expanded businesses and a successful

TSNN Awards event. TSNN trade show industry

veteran writer Lisa Plummer Savas who took over



content delivery while Rachel Wimberly shifted her

attention to adding new products.

In September, Corporate Event News (www.

CorporateEventNews.com) was launched to more

than 10,000 corporate event planners. Danalynne

Wheeler Menegus, who previously worked for Dell

as a corporate delivery. was brought on to write

and deliver content and the new publication has

been received very well. At the same time, Rachel

Wimberly was promoted to president of Tarsus

Media, overseeing both TSNN and CEN, with an

eye to grow even more.



In August, TSNN teamed with Connect and

held the 2017 TSNN Awards in New Orleans at

which more than 50 trade show organizers were

celebrated for their fast-growing shows. Next

year’s awards will be held Aug. 10-12 in Louisville,

Ky. Our partnership with our Association partners

at Destination International had an strong renewal

program and the partnership has been reaffirmed

for another year.

OFFPRICE AND LABELS USA:

What a year! 2017 has brought exciting changes for

Tarsus US—we’ve added fresh talent to our team,
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US UPDATE

celebrated personal achievements along the way,

and worked together to lay the foundation for a

successful year ahead.

Labelexpo welcomed Mackenzie Stearns to the

team as an Account Executive. Mackenzie will

cover Canada and a portion of the accounts

in the U.S. when marketing the event. Jessika

Bustamante Meisner is now Senior Account

Manager for Labelexpo. She will continue her

relationships with her Latin American and South

American clients, but she will now also take over

the East Coast Territory to sell Labelexpo events

and sponsorships.

The Labels team held their first ever summit in

Chile and had a great turnout of 815 attendees. It

was the second-largest summit the Label’s group

has ever held in Latin/South America. The team is

looking forward to an exciting and busy year ahead

with Labelexpo Americas and the upcoming Label

Summit in Guadalajara.

The OFFPRICE team has also been very busy in

2017. The group has been preparing for the launch

of OFFPRICE 365, an online retail marketplace;

re-opening a trade show in New York in June

2018; and of course, all while putting on two trade

shows in Las Vegas. Buyers and exhibitors are

enthusiastic about the changes that 2018 will bring.

Over the course of the year, there have been many

new faces on the OFFPRICE team! We welcomed



Mikaela Kornowski as Marketing and PR Executive

and Lauren Cleary as a Sales Account Executive.

Both were able to experience their first OFFPRICE

trade show this August. Dan Kraus also joined

the group as a Sales Account Executive and he is

looking forward to his first show this February.

Katy Albrecht has been promoted to Publishing

Editor of Off-Price Retailing Magazine. Katy has

been busy networking with clients and retail

industry influencers to gather valuable insights and

perspectives for the publication.

During the August 2017 OFFPRICE show, the team

enjoyed a French-style dinner together at Mon

Ami Gabi restaurant, overlooking the Fountains of

Bellagio. At the February 2017 show, OFFPRICE

was the first group to test the Scavenger Hunt

Clue Game at the Mob Museum in Downtown Las

Vegas. Things got pretty spooky this Halloween!

The OFFPRICE and Labels crews held their

annual potluck meal and dressed up in costumes.

This month, the OFFPRICE and Labels team will

celebrate the holiday season with a group painting

class in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

2017 has been filled with personal

accomplishments of all kinds. Angel Kamine and

her family not only purchased a new home, but

they learned they will be blessed with a new baby

boy in the New Year. Congratulations to Angel and

her family! At the beginning of the school year,

Stephen Krogulski’s eldest daughter started her



Freshman year of college at Marquette University

in Milwaukee, where she plans to earn her degree

in speech therapy. She (and the rest of my family)

have adjusted well to the change. Overall, the U.S.

office is looking forward to what 2018 will bring!

TARSUS MEDICAL:

2017 proved to be a year of excitement for the

entire Tarsus Medical division with The American

Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine celebrating its

25th anniversary! The Spring Congress kicked off

in April to 24,800 square feet of exhibit space and

1,500 physician/healthcare practitioner attendees

in Hollywood, Florida with preconference

workshops and live educational fellowship

modules. The rest of the year hosted various

smaller symposia with co-located educational

modules that allowed physicians to complete

their fellowship journey. The 25th anniversary



of the largest medical division show of the year,

the A4M Winter World Congress was a recordbreaking event for the division, with close to 5,000

attendees, a sold-out exhibit hall showcasing

over 520 booths. With over 5,000 more exhibit

square feet than last year, the event had sold

out educational pre-conference workshops and

shattered expectations for the year. The event

also incorporated a MedTech Impact track to

capture the interest of medical tech innovators and

influencers.

Among several marketing highlights for the brand,

The A4M experienced some big staff moves with

Elizabeth Wheeler moving into the VP of Marketing

position, Laura Landera moving into the Chief

Operating Officer position and Andi Wilson taking

over as Sales Manager overseeing the onsite

educational sales division of the brand. These
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US UPDATE

Health Congress (CMHC) in Boston, a great

success with almost 1000 attendees which

welcomed a sold-out exhibit hall, plus a new

section of the hall filled with a Scientific Poster

Session. Earlier in the year, the CMHC Regional

Conference Series took place in three different

cities: Atlanta, San Diego, and Chicago. Each event

welcomed 100 visitors over the individual 1-day

conferences. The CMHC gained a new General

Manager this year. Amanda Jamrogiewicz, an ultrarunner that competes in 100 mile runs in her spare

time, joined the CMHC team in late 2016 and has

already proven a wonderful addition and leader of

the Cardio team.



moves along with the addition of a brilliant content

writer, Sarenka Smith, have already proven some

web sales spikes, increased visitor attendance and

overall collaboration between all departments.

The 2017 South Beach Symposium featuring

Clinical and Aesthetic Dermatology in February

was once again a success with approximately

1,000 attendees representing 550+ healthcare

providers and 400+ industry professionals. The



four-day symposium returned home to the Loews

Hotel after a two-year hiatus, generating great

attendee interest. The exhibit hall featured over

75 of dermatology and aesthetic medicine’s most

innovative services and products. There was great

industry interest with over 15 advisory boards

and three satellite symposia which represented a

record high for the event.

2017 hosted the 12th Annual Cardiometabolic



The Pain Management show in our medical

division, PAINWeek hit an all-time record in 2017

of 37 meetings, including 36 one- and two-day

regional PAINWeekEnd programs around the

country. The 5-day PAINWeek Annual National

Conference held in September in Las Vegas

continued its success by welcoming over 2000

attendees, 115 exhibitors and 17,000 sq. ft. of

exhibit space. The show updated its already

very modern and edgy look with a new, more

contemporary logo and type treatment for program

and marketing materials.

Tarsus Medical gained a new CFO this year, Mark

Pennington, who travels from the U.K. to the

U.S. regularly to oversee the medical division’s

accounting very diligently. Mark has in a very

short time gained a pristine handle on the medical



business and its various brands. This was not the

only change in the accounting department for

the medical division as Tikkitra Mizell has taken a

more senior management role and welcomed the

newest addition to the accounting team, Alexandra

Arshed.

As far as exciting life news, the Medical Division

has welcomed 2 new babies into the world in 2017

as well as a marriage. Jean Paul Chang-Fane, the

Exhibit Manager for he A4M became a father to a

beautiful baby girl in November, while Claire Wirth,

one of the A4M top earners in the educational

sales department, became a mother to a son this

summer. Laura Urdinlaiz, the Chief Operating

Officer of Tarsus Medical became Laura Landera

upon getting married in Miami Beach this summer.

With so many medical developments in

technologies, preventative treatments and

potential research to gain advancements in

heartbreaking diseases like Alzheimer’s and

cancer that came out of 2017, the A4M team is very

excited about staying at the forefront of medicine.

The Medical Division in general is working

vigorously at getting all brands under its umbrella

to work together under one platform, using existing

resources to collaborate in ways that can automate

and find solutions division-wide.
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ASIA UPDATE

What an exciting year of the Fire Rooster this has

been. The year that two new businesses were

added to the Tarsus portfolio - and between them

our business in China didn’t just grow - it almost

doubled. We have been delighted to welcome

almost a hundred additional colleagues to our

family.

Hometex is the number one event in China for

the home textile industry and with its acquisition

Tarsus became the largest international exhibition

organizer in Shenzhen. If you haven’t heard of

Shenzhen yet then you’re about to because right

now over 30,000 Chinese construction workers

are busily building the world’s newest and largest

exhibition centre. Almost 600,000m2 of it. If you

want to walk from the first hall to the last hall then

make sure you’re in good shape because it’s a

walk of over 2km. When the facility is finished

it will be 30% larger than the existing record

holder – also in China- in Shanghai. With so much

international attention focussed upon the city we

can be very excited that Tarsus is in a great place

to capitalize on its ownership of several of the

largest exhibitions there, amongst them AAITF,

SIUF, and Hometex.

But, it didn’t stop there. A new joint venture

was formed with the Shanghai Intex Exhibition

Company Ltd. Formerly a Chinese state owned

entity, or SOE. Intex has the benefit of operating

only number one events in China for their

markets or sectors. These include the Consumer



By Mark Temple-Smith, CEO Asia



Electronics Show Asia, sister to the world famous

CES in Las Vegas and Music China, the world’s

largest exhibition for the Music and live events

industry. Our partnership with Shanghai Intex also

marks the very first such partnership between an

international exhibition organizer and an SOE and

has given us a leading position in Shanghai, a city

intent upon occupying the global number one

position as a trade fair centre.

But, our business hasn’t just been growing fast

in China. In Southeast Asia we kicked off 2017

with the acquisition of the remaining shares in

PT Infrastructure Asia, now rebranded Tarsus

Indonesia. This business has grown from just one

principle event in 2013, to a portfolio comprising

eight events including four new launches this year

for the interior design, cyber security, airports and

pet communities.

Elsewhere in Southeast Asia, AMB Tarsus

successfully held a new livestock event in Sri

Lanka and opened up a new territory, Laos, with

the inaugural LaosBuild. 2018 will see AMB Tarsus

break yet new ground in Bangladesh. PEP Tarsus

held its own in the new business stakes with two

new launches; a hotel themed co-locate to its main

World of Food Expo in Manila, and a Christmas

Bazar in December. So in all, a busy new business

year with eight new shows across the region.

Finally, we haven’t just been working to build

our business within Asia. We’ve been looking to



develop new ways to support other businesses

around the wider Tarsus Group. Earlier in the

year a new ‘Outbound Asian Sales’ department

was formed, based in Shanghai. The purpose

of this department headed by Laura Fan is to

seek out and manage specialist sales agents

from across the Asian region who may be able

to bring new sources of revenue to the Group.

While our outbound sales department has been

busily sourcing new exhibitors we have also been

giving thought to how we might help you find new



visitors from Asia who might like to travel to many

of Tarsus Group’s non-Asian events. Shortly we

will announce a support function that will help you

reach visitors in Asia. If you’d like further details

then please just contact Laura Fan in Shanghai.

These are exciting times for our business in Asia

and we look forward to working with you. In the

meantime, from all of us Gong Xi Fa Cai - a happy,

healthy and prosperous 2018!
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ALL IN A GOOD CAUSE

DOUGLAS EMSLIE, UK

One of the challenges Doug did this year was the

London Marathon which took place in April. Doug

wasn’t sure why he had decided to undertake this

latest piece of madness as the only other marathon

he had done was when he was a student which

was a very long time ago! Training was a challenge

to fit in with all the travel, but Doug did some warm

weather runs in Dubai, Mexico, Istanbul (not so

hot!), Miami and China which is a little better than

the cold and wet back home in Hampshire. His

target was to make it round in 4 hours 15 minutes.

Over half of all UK adults have raised cholesterol

and Doug was fundraising for Heart UK which

does fantastic work for people with this problem.

They provide support, guidance and education

services to healthcare professionals and people

and families with concerns about cholesterol.

Doug made it around in 4 hours 40 minutes which

was a little slower than he had hoped for. He was

also a little disappointed to be beaten by a womble

and a post box, but his spirits were lifted coming

in ahead of the rhino! He raised a whopping

£5,546.20!

LONDON OFFICE, UK

Tarsus has enjoyed another successful year raising

money for charity, as 2017 continued to build

upon the success from previous years. A group

of employees took part in the Blenheim Palace

Triathlon in Oxfordshire, which consisted of: 750



meter swim, 19.8 kilometer cycle, 5.4 kilometer

run. The team managed to raise over £4,000 for

Help the Heroes, a British charity that provides

support for wounded, injured and sick veterans,

servicemen and women and their loved ones.

Previous charity initiatives undertaken by the team

have included a 100 kilometer walk from London

to Brighton and a cycle to the summit of Mount

Ventoux. Other fundraising activities held in 2017

included a charity football match in April.

A4M/MMI, BOCA ROTAN OFFICE, US

A4M/MMI is proud of its increased commitment to

spearhead charitable campaigns and events. To

support the victims of Hurricane Maria in Puerto

Rico, the marketing team designed an initiative that

donated 50% of all VIP conference registrations to

All Hands Volunteers, an international volunteerpowered disaster relief organization. Several

employees also participated in a run that raised

money for Catholic Charities, a network that serves

millions of people across the United States.

More recently, in honor of Thanksgiving, the office

instituted a canned food drive. All items will be

donated to Feeding South Florida, the leading

domestic hunger-relief organization in South

Florida. Feeding South Florida leads hunger and

poverty advocacy efforts, and provides innovative

programming and education through a network of

partner agencies and direct-service programs.
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ALL IN A GOOD CAUSE

list of various items for kids of all ages. They’ve

also been getting behind the Salvation Army.

Families in Milwaukee continue to struggle during

these difficult economic times. This is especially

evident during the Christmas holiday season.

The Salvation Army provides parents with the

opportunity to “shop” for new toys that have been

donated and collected in the community. Parents

make selections based on the age and gender

of their children and are able to surprise them

on Christmas morning with toys. The Toy Shop

utilizes hundreds of volunteers to sort toys and

assist parents with their shopping. And more than

10,000 children receive toys through this program.

This will be the fourth year that the Brookfield

office has worked with the Salvation Army and

volunteered for their Toy Shop.

CHARLOTTE BRADY, LABELEXPO, UK

Charlotte has been supporting Cancer Research

UK. Her dad was diagnosed in November last year

and she wanted to do something to support him.

She took part in ‘Walk All Over Cancer’ and walked

an incredible 10,000 steps a day for the whole

month of June, which is about the distance from

London to Manchester. She raised a brilliant £280

and even better, her dad has since been given the

all clear!

BROOKFIELD OFFICE, US

The team have been supporting the Giving Tree

again this year and will decorate their tree in

the office with “ornaments” that are on a wish



VICKI MATHESON, AEROSPACE, UAE

On the 23rd April, Vicki Matheson, from the

Dubai Office, traveled home to her beloved

bonnie Scotland to participate in the Great 10

Mile Run in Edinburgh. By doing so, she raised

over 10,000 AED for the Schiehallion Ward at

Glasgow Hospital for Children. Vicki has a close

family friend, Gill Mowat, whose son Nathan has

been battling with leukaemia since he was two.

He has to visit the Schiehallion Ward on a regular

basis to get treatment and puts on a brave face.

Vicki was overwhelmed about how much money

she received to help care for superhero children

like Nathan and gives a particular thanks to her

generous work colleagues in Dubai!
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